
Case #1 Update: Steve

Case #2 Update: Bob

• Uses FlexForm exclusively in his PWC; since fitted, time of use is 34 months (as of 
March 2019)

• Continues to achieve goals and maintains skin integrity 
• FlexForm remains easy to clean
• No maintenance needed (no foam to replace; no air/liquid volumes to maintain; original 

covers, including the GlideWear component, remain in good shape)

• In 2015 client sustained a shoulder injury  
necessitating use of a PWC; a FlexForm insert was 
provided for him in this PWC 

• Client uses FlexForm exclusively in one w/c or the 
other; since fitted, time of use is 66 months (as of 
March 2019)

• Continues to achieve goals and maintains skin integrity 
• FlexForm remains easy to clean
• One set of covers and thigh pad assembly (on the 

integrated MWC version) have been replaced due to 
normal wear 

• Client self-selects using the PWC or the MWC based 
on activities planned and shoulder condition (he  
prefers using the MWC)

“Ease of mind! FlexForm has taken the 
fear out of my daily thoughts. Through the 
evolution of seating systems I have used, 
there has been that nagging fear in the 
back of my mind about getting another 
pressure sore. Either the seat cushion I 
was using could have lost air pressure or 
foam had gotten compressed, turning into 
a rock-hard surface.

I don’t have those thoughts anymore with 
the FlexForm cushion. There’s no part of 
the cushion that’s going to change. My 
body will change and the straps can be 
adjusted according to where my body 
needs the extra space.

My hips had to be removed due to os-
teomyelitis. If I need modifications due to 
future surgeries, the changes needed can 
be found right away instead of guessing 
how and where to add more foam.”

Steve
Client with a SCI at C5-6 u 

sing a FlexForm for 3 years

“I’ve had my FlexForm for five plus years and it is the 
best cushion by far that I have ever used. My pressure 
sores are non-existent since I started using this cushion. 
I’ve tried others, but I know this is the best for my  
seating. I have one in my power chair and one in my 
manual chair. I’m going to keep using the FlexForm as 
long as I can, and I recommend it to anyone in a  
wheelchair. It’s the best. I have been in a wheelchair for 
19 years.”

Bob
Client with SCI at L1-T12 using a FlexForm for 5½ years 



Case #3 Update: Richard

• Client uses FlexForm exclusively in his MWC; since fitted, time of use is 
56 months (as of March 2019)

• Continues to achieve goals and maintain skin integrity 
• FlexForm remains easy to clean
• No maintenance needed (no foam to replace; no air/liquid volumes to 

maintain; original covers, including the GlideWear component, remain in 
good shape)

• Need for chiropractor visits continued to be minimal

“Before FlexForm, I could not get through my day without standing in my stander for a while to get my rear end a break. I would often stand most 
of the day at work because it was too painful to sit. This is not the case anymore! I can sit (or stand) as much as I want, not because I am forced 
to. I can’t emphasize enough just how the FlexForm has revolutionized my day. I have gone from constant pain and worry over sitting issues to 
actually being able to have normal days every day. What a joy!”

Richard 
Client with a SCI at T5 using a FlexForm for 4½ years

Case #4 Update: Rob

• Client uses FlexForm exclusively since Aug 2018; since fitted, time of use is 43 months 
(as of March 2019)

• The surface was remolded in August using techniques that had evolved from experi-
ence using this design, which deliver the optimal surface pressure distribution at about 
a 2” ‘less deep’ pelvic recess.

• The surface continues to be anatomical with significant contours and pelvic depth, 
greatly improving functions such as exit transfers, dressing, and toileting

• Continues to achieve goals and maintains skin integrity 
• FlexForm remains easy to clean
• No maintenance needed (no foam to replace; no air/liquid volumes to maintain; original 

covers, including the GlideWear component, remain in good shape)

“I have been a paraplegic for 32 years. In 2014, 
after multiple spinal surgeries, my seating became 
even more important. I developed a stage 4  
pressure sore on my buttocks. After surgery 
and bedrest for 6 months, which didn’t result in 
improvement, I had flap surgery. Then I was  
introduced to the FlexForm. What a gamechanger.

After pressure mapping both my old cushion 
and the FlexForm, I saw major improvements in 
my buttocks and thigh areas. It was so easy to 
make major and minor adjustments to ensure the 
FlexForm fit my needs perfectly. I know that as 
I age, my skin does, too. The FlexForm keeps 
my underside dry and has kept my incision area 
healthy and free from shearing and redness. 

I have been so pleased with this new technology 
and what it has done for my skin! In the four years 
since my flap surgery, I have had no issues with 
my bottom. I will never go back to a standard 
cushion again. I owe my bottom to FlexForm!”

Rob 
Client with a SCI at T6-7  

using a FlexForm for 3½ years


